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This research aims the development of the noncontact manipulation mechanism. As a step of the research, this
paper describes a 2 DOF magnetically suspended manipulation system for multi-DOF levitation. The suspension
mechanism is that air gap adjusting controls suspension forces. The feature of this mechanism is use of permanent
magnets and linear actuators for levitation. First a prototype of levitation system are introduced and modeled. There
are three actuators for controlling forces. The suspended object is an iron ball. As values of magnetic forces are
important for modeling, FEM analyses are examined on three types of arrangements of magnets. Step response and
frequency response are examined. As the results, it is verified that the iron ball can be operated up to 3 Hz.






























































































Fig. 1 Outline of suspension system
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Fig. 2 Photograph of prototype suspension system
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Fig. 10 Step response in horizontal direction
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Fig. 1 1 Bode diagram
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